
Whiplash
Catherine Coulter.

There is a strong suspicion that
pharmaceutical firm Schiffer Hartwin is
manipulating production of its inexpensive
chemotherapy drug. Private investigator
Erin Pulaski is hired to find evidence, but
when a top Schiffer Hartwin employee is

found murdered behind the company's US headquarters,
FBI age...

All things murder
Jeanne Quigley.

Actress Veronica Walsh returns to her
Adirondack hometown after her soap
opera is cancelled, and life imitates art
when she finds her neighbor's body.
Assuming the role of sleuth, Veronica
fingers suspects in the powerful
businesswoman's death -- a tenant

threatened with eviction, a developer whose...

The pigeon pie mystery
Julia Stuart.

When Indian Princess Alexandrina is left penniless by the
sudden death of her father, the Maharaja of Brindor, Queen
Victoria grants her a grace-and-favor home in Hampton
Court Palace. Though rumored to be haunted, Alexandrina

and her lady's maid, Pooki, have no
choice but to take the Queen up on he...

Becoming
Obama, Michelle/ Obama, Michelle (NRT)

In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle
Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and
compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the United
States of America, she helped create the most welcoming

and inclusive White House in history. With
unerring honesty and lively wit, she...

Up till now
by William Shatner ; with David Fisher.

This is the story of William Shatner's half-
century career and private life. It describes
his early TV work and movies, including
stories from three television series: T.J.
Hooker, Rescue 911, and Boston Legal,
as well as his work on Third Rock from the

Sun, for which he won his first Emmy for play...
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